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	Welcome to Hacking the Kinect. This book will introduce you to the Kinect hardware and help you

	master using the device in your own programs. We’re going to be covering a large amount of ground—

	everything you’ll need to get a 3-D application running—with an eye toward killer algorithms, with no

	unusable filler.





	Each chapter will introduce more information about the Kinect itself or about the methods to work

	with the data. The data methods will be stretched across two chapters: the first introduces the concept

	and giving a basic demonstration of algorithms and use, and the second goes into more depth. In that

	second chapter, we will show how to avoid or ameliorate common issues, as well as discuss more

	advanced algorithms. All chapters, barring this one, will contain a project—some basic, some advanced.





	We expect that you will be able to finish each chapter and immediately apply the concepts into a

	project of you own; there is plenty of room for ingenuity with the first commercial depth sensor and

	camera!
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Radical Prostatectomy: Surgical PerspectivesSpringer, 2013

	Radical Prostatectomy: Surgical Perspectives provides surgeons with a comprehensive overview of the anatomical approach to radical prostatectomy, whether done through an open (retropubic) or robotic-assisted laparoscopic approach. All chapters are structured to provide a step-by-step approach to the most technically demanding and most...
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Optimizing Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP: Functionality and ConfigurationSAP Press, 2010


	Any company selling products or services must have the ability to efficiently fulfill

	orders and deliver their products and services. An integrated sales and distribu

	tion system enables them to create contracts and agreements, acknowledge order

	receipt, fulfill orders, and provide accurate invoices. In today's competitive envi...
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68: Optimizing Hemoglobin Levels and Beyond: Strength for Living and Meaningful SurvivalKarger, 2005

	Significant advances in the treatment of patients with

	cancer have occurred over the last decade, as evidenced

	by steadily improving cure rates and extended durations

	of survival. There is often a critical trade-off, however,

	because more intense cytotoxic regimens may result in

	increased adverse events, including an...
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Objective-C for iPhone Developers, A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills--Made Easy!


	Create your own iPhone and Mac OS X applications with ease. Objective-C for iPhone Developers: A Beginner's Guide shows you how to use the Objective-C programming language, Apple's Foundation framework, the iPhone SDK, and the Xcode development environment. The first stop for aspiring...
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XDA Developers' Android Hacker's Toolkit: The Complete Guide to Rooting, ROMs and ThemingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Make your Android device truly your own


	Are you eager to make your Android device your own but you're not sure where to start? Then this is the book for you. XDA is the world's most popular resource for Android hacking enthusiasts, and a huge community has grown around customizing Android devices with XDA....
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A Complete Guide to Quality in Small-Scale Wine MakingAcademic Press, 2013

	As the wine industry has experienced a period of rapid global expansion, there is a renewed emphasis on quality and consistency even within the small winery industry. Written for the small production program, A Complete Guide to Quality in Small-Scale Wine Making is for the novice to intermediate level winemaker seeking...
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